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Enjoyable moments at the breakfast table
A soft-boiled egg, freshly baked bread and good company. That’s the recipe for a perfect weekend morning
– and quite a contrast to the busy mornings of weekday life. It’s when the family takes time to enjoy a
quiet moment, perfectly complimented by Lyngby Porcelæn's new Rhombe egg cups and matching salt
and pepper shakers.

Gathering the family together for breakfast on a quiet Sunday morning is one of life's joys. Set the table,
smear butter onto hot-out-of-the-oven bread and enjoy the aroma and taste of freshly brewed coffee while
letting time stand still. Just take your time – and enjoy the moment.
This spring’s products from Lyngby Porcelæn – the Danish Porcelain Manufactory, complete the breakfast
table with a nostalgic twist – elevating the morning meal to classic heights. The new egg cups and salt and
pepper shakers, which join the historic Rhombe collection from Lyngby Porcelæn, are made of glazed

porcelain in the well-known rhombic pattern. The collection already includes plates, bowls, cups and saucers,
and a vase – all featuring an elegant, modern reinterpretation of the expressive pattern created in 1961.
With their neat rhombus pattern, the egg cups enhance the breakfast experience, while the matching twopiece shaker set – one with a single hole for pepper and the other with three small holes for salt – ensures
that every breakfast tray is complete. The shaker set is an obvious addition to a Rhombe table setting, both
in the morning and at evening time – inviting diners to remember age-old traditions and take a pause to
really enjoy the meal and the company.
The shaker set is beautifully shaped in a teardrop silhouette, adorned with the unmistakable artichoke-like
pattern. They feel elegant and classic next to a Rhombe vase filled with colourful tulips – creating a
harmonious arrangement on the dining table, even when not set for the large family breakfast.
The 6.5 cm high salt and pepper shaker set is priced at EUR 35.00 (RRP) per set.
Egg cups are sold in sets of two (H: 4.5 cm) and priced at EUR 28.00 (RRP) per set.
The new items from Lyngby Porcelæn will be available from the beginning of March.
Images and press releases can be downloaded from www.lyngbyporcelaen.com
Call +45 4588 6633 to find a dealer in your location.
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